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An idea is only as good as it sounds .
1

that fact. Every audience is a remir

greatest challenge to mobile idea coi

that is why Carri-Voice engineered am

ica's finest portable sound system

Carri-Voice Compact now places b

an advanced instrument with sophis
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^lo speaker forgets

der. For it is the

nmunication. And

1 developed Amer-

The lightweight

efore the speaker

iticated capability.

Tailored especially for the speaker on the go, Carri-Voice design em-

phasizes convenience in every important feature. Within the dis-

tinguished Compact case, Carri-Voice research has assembled the

most responsive and dependable components yet to come from the

electronic laboratory. Carri-Voice quality that pampers every word

and delivers it with care. That is why more and more successful

speakers are saying “Carri-Voice Compact sounds like a good idea.”
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Carri-Voice battery indicator tells

battery life at a glance. This impor-

tant Compact feature eliminates

guess-work and “dead battery” em-

barrassment.

Automatic cutoff switch, Turns power

off when case is closed. Prevents

battery drain. No waste. Simple ad-

justment for closed case outdoor use.

Carri-Voice puts all controls at your

fingertips for instant adjustment.

Functional, easy-to-read master panei

designed for extra convenience.
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Auxiliary panel for connecting addi-

tional microphones. Use for panei

discussion, audience participation or

tie-in phonographs and tape re-

corders.
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Microphone: Uni-directional dynamic with

piug-in jack.

Frequency response—50 to

15,000 c.p.s.

phone Support: Flexible arm

Cables: 1—110 Volt power cord, 10 feet.

Panel Controls: 3—Variable controls: Volume,
Bass, Treble.

Power Switch.

1—Battery meter, 0-15 Volts.

Timer 0-60 Min.

Auxiliary Panel 2—Microphone Jacks.
Conveniences: i—Phono Jack.

1—

Recorder Jack,

2—

External Speaker Outlets.

1—115 Volt Power Receptacle.

Speaker: One 10-inch extended range
cone-type Speaker.

Amplifier: All-transistor (6)

—Transformer Coupled.
—Printed Circuit Design.

Power Supply: 12 Volt D.C. Battery or

115 Volts A.C.

1 .5 Volt, accessible from
Auxiliary Panel.

40 Watt Lumiiine
Incandescent,

Battery Life: 50 Hours under normal use.

Cabinet: Top Grade Vinyl covering

on 34 in. plywood with

extruded aluminum top
and handle.

16 inches high by 20 inches
wide by 8 inches deep.

Weight: 30 pounds.

Fuse:

Reading Lamp:

Dimensions:

-C-v v.

Cam-Voice accessories are designed for

extra convenience and to adapt Compact
flexibility to every speaker’s requirements.

Your Carri-Voice representative will be

glad to discuss any combination of acces-

sories to meet your needs.

1—Microphone extension cable with

connectors, 10 feet.

Additional 50-foot Microphone
Extension Cable. For use in panel

discussions, audience participation.

Microphone Lavalier. Gives the

speaker complete freedom of

movement. Lightweight,

nconspicuous.

Extra Microphone. For accompanying
speaker or speaker’s assistant

in the audience.

External Two Speaker Combination.

For extra large audiences.
-

Microphone Table Stand. Sturdy

non-tip base, ideal for 'round

table discussions.

Cover fits snugly over Compact case,

protects finish during shipment

from weather.

Cover for Speaker Combination
matches durable compact cover.

Extra Batteries, Better to have them
and not need them than to need them
and not have them.
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Manufactured by LANIER ELECTRONIC LABORATORY, INC. ATLANTA, GEORGIA, U.S.A.
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